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Stress in wet granular media with interfaces via homogenization1

and discrete element approaches2

Jérôme Duriez1 Richard Wan2
3

ABSTRACT4

The nature of the stress tensor for an unsaturated pendular-state granular medium is in-5

vestigated following two micromechanical approaches. Firstly, a stress tensor is analytically6

derived through stress-homogenization of the medium with internal surfaces being explicitly7

incorporated in addition to the solid, liquid and gaseous volumes. As such, the derivation8

identifies a surface stress tensor associated with the liquid-gas interface endowed with dis-9

tributed surface tension forces. Secondly, numerical simulations of unsaturated conditions10

are pursued within the Discrete Element Method (DEM) which can only consider resultant11

point forces, while actual internal forces are indeed distributed in nature, e.g., the liquid12

pressure which acts over the wetted surfaces. Despite this shortcoming, stress descriptions13

provided by the above two fundamentally distinct approaches are found to be equivalent for14

unsaturated media subjected to mechanical and hydraulic loading in the pendular regime.15

Moreover, both approaches indicate that the capillary stress, interpreted as the part of the16

total stress representing the combined effects of the liquid and gas phases and interfaces, is17

driven by the microstructure and is thus generally non-spherical.18

INTRODUCTION19

Granular materials form a special class of porous media that are ubiquitously encountered20

in various types of engineering applications. In the realm of civil engineering, granular soils21

such as sand and gravel are widely present, whereas powders of varied nature are equally22

relevant in materials science, as well as in food and chemical industries. In the most general23
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case, such granular materials are not dry, but their pore spaces may be partially saturated24

with a liquid while the remaining space is occupied by a gas. For instance, granular soils25

are subjected to such unsaturated conditions above the groundwater table in the so-called26

vadose zone where water is present in the smallest pores due to capillary rise, whereas air27

occupies the bigger pores. Such unsaturated conditions have a drastic influence on the28

mechanical properties of wet materials, as well-illustrated by the change in consistency of29

moist food or wet sand from the dry state. This practical engineering issue has taken on a30

more theoretical importance recently since a thorough understanding of how the liquid-gas31

mixture in the pore spaces changes the mechanical properties of granular materials is still32

lacking. One of the long-standing controversies in geotechnical engineering surrounds the33

question of whether the effective stress concept (Terzaghi et al. 1996) can be theoretically34

applied to unsaturated conditions so that the mechanical behavior of an unsaturated soil35

can be predicted from its properties in dry conditions (Nuth and Laloui 2008).36

Given the inherent microstructure of granular media, the above question can be read-37

ily addressed by adapting a multiscale approach that has clearly been proven successful in dry38

conditions (Bathrust and Rothenburg 1990; Bagi 1996; Wan and Guo 2004; Duriez and Vincens 2015).39

Generally speaking, multiscale modeling approaches can be either numerical or analytical40

in nature. For instance, Chateau and Dormieux (1995, 2002), Gray and Schrefler (2007),41

Nikooee et al. (2013), Madeo et al. (2013), Wan et al. (2014) developed analytically based42

formulations for the multiscale description of unsaturated porous media, whereas Gili and Alonso (2002),43

Scholtès et al. (2009), and Wang and Sun (2015), to name a few, treated the condition of44

unsaturation numerically using the Discrete Element Method (DEM). According to the stan-45

dard DEM calculation paradigm, unsaturated conditions in a wet granular medium are46

idealized by reducing all internal forces arising from fluid pressures and surface tension phe-47

nomena into resultant interaction capillary forces that are conveniently applied to a pair48

of interacting particles or so-called discrete elements (DE). This subtle difference bears no49

consequence for what concerns the computations of displacements of rigid solid particles or50
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DE, hence the strains of granular media. However, the implication of such an idealization51

is that total stresses as computed in DEM are necessarily expressed in terms of these resul-52

tant point forces solely (Scholtès et al. 2009), suggesting a possible breakdown of the model53

since resultant forces and internal stresses are distinct mechanical concepts. By contrast, the54

distributed nature of actual internal forces, e.g. the liquid pressure that acts along wetted55

surfaces, can be readily incorporated into analytical derivations of the total stress tensor56

based on homogenization techniques; see Wan et al. (2014), or even earlier, Chateau and57

Dormieux (1995, 2002). The central point is to distinguish any model prediction difference58

between the two calculation paradigms that both provide the total stress for an assemblage59

of wet particles. In this connection, Wan et al. (2015) identified stress calculation discrepan-60

cies between the DEM and analytical homogenization approaches when the liquid volumes61

become non-negligible. Such result appears to be logical since liquid pressure imparts me-62

chanical actions on the particles that clearly deviate from the point force nature assumed in63

DEM calculations for significant liquid contents.64

It appears that the brief comparison presented by Wan et al. (2015) rests on an incom-65

plete homogenization formula with regard to the exact inclusion of liquid-gas interfaces66

through the so-called contractile skin (Fredlund 1977) that is a dominant characteristic of67

wet granular media. For this reason, we aim in this paper to revisit the comparison of stress68

descriptions for wet media provided by DEM and analytical homogenization. A second69

objective is to underscore the liquid-gas interface contribution to the total stress of a wet70

granular soil through a rigorous derivation of an interface term in the form of a surface stress71

tensor. It turns out that the final total stress expression, herein based on volume averag-72

ing, is equivalent to the one presented by Chateau and Dormieux (1995) via the principle of73

virtual work. Although the two expression are the same, our formulation has been derived74

independently and an extended presentation is herein proposed. Then, the DEM modeling of75

wet granular media is presented, before addressing the comparison of the two stress descrip-76

tions. Once the stress descriptions have been carefully examined, the final section provides77
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some micromechanical insights on the stress state of granular soils in unsaturated conditions.78

It is noted that most DEM models used in unsaturated conditions apply to the pendular79

regime, e.g. Scholtès et al. (2009), Wang and Sun (2015), and this saturation regime will be80

the scope of most sections, except the opening section which is written for the most general81

case. Herein, the pendular regime is defined by low liquid content, such that the liquid phase82

forms distinct menisci or bridges between solid particle pairs.83

STRESS DESCRIPTION VIA A HOMOGENIZATION APPROACH84

We consider a representative elementary volume (REV) V of unsaturated granular soil85

as a ternary mixture of solid (s), liquid (l) and gaseous (g) phases; see Fig. 1. In ad-

gaseous volume

liquid volume

solid volume

liquid-gas interface

FIG. 1. Schematized REV of a pendular unsaturated soil

86

dition to the partitioned solid, liquid and gaseous volumes Vα (α “ s, l, g), we further87

distinguish within V the liquid-gas interface Slg associated with surface tension forces and88

specific energies as evidenced by the spherical shape that bubbles or droplets adopt under89

ideal conditions. Such a consideration dating back to the early works of Morrow (1970) and90

Fredlund (1977) is also present in formulations presented by Chateau and Dormieux (1995,91

2002), Gray and Schrefler (2007), Nikooee et al. (2013), Madeo et al. (2013), among others.92

Thus, we also endeavour to apply the same treatment to our previous works (Wan et al. 2014;93

Wan et al. 2015) by explicitly accounting for such liquid-gas interfaces in the relevant aver-94

age calculations. As a prelude and to provide the background of subsequent developments95

at the REV level, we will first propose an extended presentation of the key role of interfaces96

in the micromechanics of mixtures.97
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Interface description98

Considering a system of two immiscible fluids α and β, the corresponding interface Sαβ99

includes material points belonging to both fluids; see Fig. 2. Approaching the interface from100

the α-side of Sαβ, material points experience mechanical actions exerted by the internal101

forces within α arising from σα “ uα δ, external tractions from the β-side, as well as surface102

tension forces proportional to γαβ. A similar argument can be extended to the case where103

we approach the interface from the β-side, without changing the final result.104

Enforcing equilibrium conditions to the interface Sαβ leads to:105

ż

Sαβ

pσα ´ σβq~n dS “

ż

C

γαβ ~ν dl “

ż

C

γαβ ~nˆ ~dl (1)106

In Eq. (1), it is considered that the unit normal vector ~n points from α to β with the surface107

contour C “ BSαβ, while ~ν is an inward conormal and dl “ ||~dl|| the arc length, as illustrated108

in Fig. 2.109

ν

n

C

Sαβ

α

β

dl

FIG. 2. Interface Sαβ

Assuming surface tension γαβ to be homogeneous, the right hand side of Eq. (1) is shown110

to be equal to the surface integral, along Sαβ, of γαβ div p~nq~n (see, e.g., Wan et al. 2015). A111

boundary condition valid along Sαβ and including capillarity effects then follows:112

pσα ´ σβq~n “ γαβ div p~nq~n (2)113

which is a statement of stress balance at the interface. The r.h.s. of Eq. (2) would be zero114

in the absence of capillarity, thus coinciding with the classical stress continuity condition.115

However, for the case at hand where α and β are immiscible fluids exerting pressures uα116
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and uβ respectively, Eq. (2) indeed reveals that, in crossing the interface, the fluid pressure117

undergoes a jump by an amount that depends on the curvature div p~nq and the surface118

tension γαβ, corresponding to the Young-Laplace equation, i.e.119

uα ´ uβ “ γαβ div p~nq (3)120

Considering the interface as a distinct medium or phase, a stress-like tensor παβ can be121

invoked to describe the surface tension force field as internal forces for the interface. Adopting122

soil mechanics sign convention with compressive stresses being positive, and considering an123

elementary surface S Ă Sαβ with the inward conormal ~ν (see Fig. 2), παβ necessarily obeys124

the following equation to describe the tensile state associated with surface tension:125

παβ ~ν “ ´γαβ ~ν @ ~x P BSzBSαβ (4)126

so that an adequate expression for παβ takes the form:127

παβ “ γαβ p~nb ~n´ δq (5)128

Eq. (5) basically expresses παβ in terms of the projection tensor onto Sαβ , i.e. pδ ´129

~n b ~nq. Thermodynamic justifications for such an expression have been presented by e.g.,130

Chateau and Dormieux (1995), Gray and Schrefler (2007), demonstrating that παβ is work-131

conjuguate to an interface kinematics field.132

Stress homogenization133

Let us now turn back to the REV level where the unsaturated mixture includes the solid,134

liquid and gaseous phases Vα (α “ s, l, g) as well as the liquid-gas interface phase Slg as a135

new addition. The macroscopic stress tensor for the REV, Σ, is obtained by an averaging136
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of ‘microscopic’ stresses existing in all of the above-mentioned four phases:137

Σ “
1

V

˜

ÿ

α“s,l,g

ż

Vα

σα dV `

ż

Slg

πlg dS

¸

(6)138

The stress tensors in the fluid phases are readily expressed in terms of their respective139

uniform pressure, i.e. σα “ uα δ @~x P Vα (α “ l, g). As for the solid phase, we may140

classically transform the volume integral into surface integral from tensor calculus, since for141

any continuum in equilibrium under no body force:142

ż

V

σ dV “

ż

S

pσ ~nq b ~x dS (7)143

Here, Eq. (7) is applied successively to all particles p that constitute the solid phase of144

granular media. The particles surfaces Sp include:145

• the contact lines Γp where the three phases intersect and liquid-gas surface tension146

imparts on solid particles,147

• the wetted and non-wetted surfaces (resp. Sp,sl and Sp,sg) over which fluid pressures148

(resp. ul and ug) act, and149

• finally, contact surfaces between solid particles giving rise to contact forces. Consid-150

ering rigid solid particles, such contact surfaces reduce to contact points ~xc.151

Then, after some algebraic manipulations, we finally obtain:152

Σ´ug δ “
1

V

«

ÿ

c

~f c b~l ´ s

ˆ
ż

Ssl

~nb ~x dS ` Vl δ

˙

´

ż

Γ

~γlg b ~x dl ´

ż

Slg

γlg pδ ´ ~nb ~nq dS

ff

(8)153

The first r.h.s. term of Eq. (8) considers all contacts c between two solid particles 1-2,154

with ~f c the contact force exerted by 1 on 2, and ~l the so-called branch vector linking the155

centre of 1 to that of 2. This indeed corresponds to the classical Love-Weber formula that156

expresses Σ in dry conditions. For easier reference, this stress contribution is denoted as157
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the contact stress tensor σ
cont throughout the manuscript. The contact stress tensor is158

specific to the solid phase and appears as a natural choice for an effective stress that gov-159

erns the behavior of the granular skeleton in unsaturated conditions, as considered by, e.g.,160

Lu and Likos (2006). As a matter of fact, it has been shown to unify the failure description in161

dry and unsaturated conditions from numerical data (Scholtès et al. 2009; Wan et al. 2014;162

Wan et al. 2015) or experimental ones (Lu and Likos 2006). However, a comprehensive de-163

scription of the stress-strain behavior of the unsaturated REV would require accounting164

for the coupling between the various phases in addition to the only knowledge of σcont
165

(Madeo et al. 2013; Wan et al. 2015).166

The second r.h.s. term of Eq. (8) describes mainly the action of the suction, or capillary167

pressure, s “ pug ´ ulq ą 0 along the wetted surfaces Ssl “
Ť

p Sp,sl. Interestingly, this term168

is not spherical in the general case as it depends on the microstructure of the fluid phase169

distribution. Thus, it cannot be normally associated with an averaged fluid pressure that170

would act equally in any direction, as assumed in the classical Bishop’s expression of an171

effective stress (Bishop 1959; Bishop and Blight 1963). This point will be developed in more172

details in the next sections.173

As for the third r.h.s. term, Γ is the set of contact lines where the three phases intersect:174

Γ “
Ť

p Γp, and ~γlg dl “ γlg ~ν dl is an infinitesimal surface tension force as experienced by175

the solid particles along Γp. This third tensorial term depends again on the fluid phase176

distribution, and also on the wettability of the soil particles expressed by the contact angle.177

The fourth and last r.h.s. term represents the surface tension contribution to the total178

stresses from the liquid-gas interfaces as a membrane-like stress Πlg{V :179

1

V
Πlg “

1

V

ż

Slg

πlg dS (9)180
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We denote as capillary stresses σ
cap (Scholtès et al. 2009; Wan et al. 2015) the part of

the total stresses that is due to the fluid mixture contribution, i.e.

σ
cap “ Σ ´ ug δ ´ σ

cont

“ ´
1

V

«

s

ˆ

Vl δ `

ż

Ssl

~nb ~x dS

˙

` γlg

˜

ż

Slg

pδ ´ ~n b ~nq dS `

ż

Γ

~ν b ~x dl

¸ff

(10)

Such capillary stress terminology that we use in this paper corresponds to the suction stress181

defined by Lu and Likos (2006) and Nikooee et al. (2013). As it will be emphasized in the182

next sections, the capillary stresses not only directly depend on both the suction s and the183

surface tension γlg, but also on the microstructure of the fluid distribution (Vl, Ssl, Slg, Γ).184

Note finally that Eq. (8) is consistent with Terzaghi’s equation when conditions of full185

saturation are considered. In this case Slg “ Γ “ H and Ssl “ Ss (there are no contact186

surfaces since we consider rigid particles) and we have furthermore:187

ż

Ss

ni xj dS “

ż

Vs

Bxj
Bxi

dV “

ż

Vs

δij dV “ Vs δij (11)188

such that σcap “ ´s δ and Σ “ σcont ` ul δ is finally obtained, as in Terzaghi’s equation.189

Stresses in an idealized granular material190

We specialize, from now on, the derivations to idealized assemblies of spherical particles191

p which can be of different radii Rp so that ~x “ Rp ~n @~x P Sp, and the capillary stress in Eq.192

(10) takes on the following form:193

σ
cap “ ´

1

V

«

s

˜

Vl δ `
ÿ

p

Rp

ż

Sp,sl

~nb ~n dS

¸

` γlg

˜

ż

Slg

pδ ´ ~nb ~nq dS `
ÿ

p

Rp

ż

Γp

~ν b ~n dl

¸ff

(12)194
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We next focus on the isotropic part of Eq. (8) to identify the mean stress, i.e.

p ´ ug “ pcont ` pcap

pcont “
1

3
trpσcontq

pcap “
1

3
trpσcapq “ ´s

˜

nSr `
1

3 V

ÿ

p

Rp Sp,sl

¸

´
γlg

3 V

˜

2Slg `
ÿ

p

Rp Γp sin θ

¸

(13)

where n is the porosity: n “ pVl ` Vgq{V , Sr the saturation ratio: Sr “ Vl{pVl ` Vgq and θ195

is the contact angle describing the wettability of the solid particles with the liquid (see next196

Fig. 3); so that we find pcont from Eq. (13) as:197

pcont “ p ´ ug ` s

˜

nSr `
1

V

ÿ

p

Rp Sp,sl

¸

` γlg
1

3 V

˜

2Slg `
ÿ

p

Rp Γp sin θ

¸

(14)198

Keeping in mind our previous comments on the effective nature of σcont, it is still useful199

to draw some parallels between the relation (14) providing the mean contact stress in an200

idealized spherical-particle assembly in unsaturated conditions, and Bishop’s equation (1959,201

1963) classically used for unsaturated soils in the form of p1 “ p´ug`s χ , with p “ 1{3 trpΣq,202

p1 the mean effective stress, and the effective stress parameter χ P r0; 1s. It becomes evident203

that the scope of Eq. (14) goes beyond Bishop’s equation by providing a micromechanical204

interpretation of χ in terms of degree of saturation and fluid distribution details, and a205

second term proportional to γlg that accounts for interfacial tension associated with the206

contractile skin. The absence of these details in the initial Bishop’s equation explains the207

difficulties encountered in validating the former from experiments (see, e.g., the discussion208

by Nuth and Laloui 2008). Yet, another shortcoming of Bishop’s expression is the spherical209

nature it confers to the capillary stress pΣ ´ ug δ ´ σ
1q, whereas our expression, Eq. (10)210

or (12), is more general in nature and admits a deviatoric component. The last part of the211

paper investigates such aspect, based on a microstructural description of unsaturated soil212

which allows the explicit calculation of capillary stresses using Eq. (12).213
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DEM DESCRIPTION OF UNSATURATED SOILS214

DEM model formulation215

For the purpose of this paper, we carried out a DEM implementation of unsaturated216

condition that extends the version of Scholtès et al. (2009) to incorporate non-zero contact217

angles. In the numerical model, an assemblage of spherical DE as an idealized granular218

system under unsaturated conditions in the pendular regime is simulated considering two219

types of particle interactions.220

The first type of particle interaction is elementary as the contact force between pairwise221

contacting particles ~f c is derived from relative displacements between them according to a222

linear elastic-plastic contact law. As such, there are only three basic parameters involved: Y223

and P that govern the normal and tangential contact stiffnesses, and ϕ as the local friction224

angle that restricts the tangential contact force through Coulombic friction law. More details225

have been presented by Wan et al. (2015).226

To accommodate for unsaturated conditions in the pendular regime as a dispersion of227

liquid bridges and associated capillary forces in between the discrete particles, a second type228

of particle interaction is necessary. In particular, for a given suction value specified to the229

particle assemblage, potential distinct liquid bridges, as shown in Fig. 3, are determined230

for pairs of both contacting and distant particles as follows. First, a comprehensive data

R2 ≥ R1

R1

θ θ

δ2δ1

zρ(z)

d

FIG. 3. Liquid bridge (half-)geometry

231

set of constant-curvature axisymmetric bridge profiles ρpzq is generated in accordance with232

Laplace-Young equation. The associated numerical procedure is based on a Taylor’s expan-233

sion of ρpzq from assumed various boundary conditions and satisfying the Laplace-Young234

equation through relations between ρ and its derivatives ρ1, ρ2 (Lian et al. 1993). Then,235
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throughout the DEM simulations, potential liquid bridges between pairs of particles are236

searched interpolating from this data set depending on the contact angle θ, the imposed237

suction, the interparticle distance d ě 0, as well as the radii R1 and R2 ě R1. The liquid238

bridge distribution that results from such a calculation procedure conforms with uniform239

suction conditions obtained at thermodynamic equilibrium, see Scholtès et al. (2009) and240

Wang and Sun (2015). In this instance and contrary to Gili and Alonso (2002), no pore flow241

responsible of liquid transfers is described by the model. Associated capillary forces ~f cap as242

a byproduct of Laplace-Young’s solution are then readily applied to the two particles, once243

the liquid bridges are determined:244

~f cap “ π R1 sin δ1 psR1 sin δ1 ` 2 γlg sinpθ ` δ1qq~z

“ π R2 sin δ2 psR2 sin δ2 ` 2 γlg sinpθ ` δ2qq~z
(15)245

As previously mentioned, the DEM model is restricted to the pendular regime, and the246

numerical procedure expounded in the above applies to isolated menisci bridging not more247

than two particles as depicted in Fig. 3.248

All DEM simulations are performed considering a numerical 3-D sample composed of249

20,000 particles with a mean diameter D50 « 0.05 mm (Wan et al. 2015). Under an isotropic250

pressure of 1 kPa, the porosity of the sample comes out as n « 0.36. As such, the sample251

displays a typically dense behavior for the range of confining pressures considered here (tenths252

of kPa). Note that the behavior of the model is particle size-dependent in unsaturated253

conditions, in line with experimental evidences.254

All the parameters of the model are summarized in Table 1. The surface tension value255

retained in our study refers to air-water interface at 200C. For the purpose of a broader256

study, different contact angle values are considered in the range r00; 600s.257

DEM description of the liquid phase258

Once all liquid bridges between pairs of particles are determined in the DEM model,259

the detailed liquid phase distribution at both the pore and macro scales, and hence liquid260

12



TABLE 1. DEM model parameters

Parameter Value
Y (MPa) 50
P (-) 0.5
ϕ (0) 30
Dmax

Dmin

3

D50 (mm) 0.05
γlg (N/m) 0.073
θ (0) P r0; 60s

volumes, follow immediately. For illustrative purposes, the Soil Water Characteristic Curve261

(SWCC) is readily computed in the case of perfect wetting (θ “ 00) for the sample being262

subjected to hydraulic loading at a constant isotropic stresses of 10 kPa. Since the liquid263

bridge distribution depends on the particle distribution, i.e. packing, the proposed SWCC264

is specific for this mechanical state. As liquid condensates primarily along contacting solid265

surfaces, a pseudo-primary wetting path is simulated disregarding liquid bridges between266

distant particles. On the other hand, the simulation of a pseudo-primary drying path con-267

siders all possible liquid bridges between both contacting and distant particles, as long as268

a solution for the Laplace-Young equation can be found. We caution that other existing269

physical mechanisms affecting the liquid pore transfer, such as the contact angle hystere-270

sis, are neglected. This explains the limited hysteresis obtained in the DEM simulations as271

shown in Fig. 4. However, crudely speaking, the numerical SWCCs are comparable with the272

experimental curve characteristic of Ottawa sand.273

DEM description of the contractile skin274

The liquid bridge calculations outlined in the preceding discussion provide other impor-275

tant information such as the liquid bridge profile ρpzq and the associated interface surface,276

as well as their statistical distibutions throughout the DEM sample. In particular, and of277

utmost interest, is the explicit computation of the membrane stress tensor Πlg as given in278

Eq. (9).279
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FIG. 4. SWCCs of the DEM model in case of perfect wetting (θ “ 00). Ottawa sand
data from (Willson et al. 2012)

At the liquid bridge scale, for one given meniscus m of external surface Sm, the associated280

membrane stress Πm “
ş

Sm
πlg dS is axisymmetric because of the meniscus shape. Consid-281

ering a meniscus-related orientation basis p~x, ~y, ~zq, as shown in Fig. 3, it turns out that Πm282

is diagonal with Πxx
m “ Πyy

m . Also, its mean value p2Πxx
m ` Πzz

m q{3 is equal to ´2{3 γlg Sm.283

Due to the oriented nature of the meniscus, which does not conform with a spherical shape,284

the deviatoric component pΠzz
m ´ Πxx

m q is non-zero. To gain some physical insights in the285

nature of this membrane stress tensor, examples of the mean and deviatoric components of286

Πm, in a non-dimensionalized form, as a function of the dimensionless distance d˚ “ d{R2287

are illustrated in Fig. 5.288

When transferring the calculations to the sample scale, it is nevertheless observed that the289

deviatoric components of all local membrane stresses associated with each liquid bridge of the290

REV approximatively cancel each other for both isotropic and anisotropic microstructures291

with preferred menisci orientations. Under such an instance, the membrane stress is almost292

spherical, i.e.293

Πlg

V
“

1

V

ż

Slg

πlg dS « ´
2

3V
γlg Slg δ (16)294
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FIG. 5. Mean (p) and deviatoric (q) components of the membrane stress for selected
menisci (R2{R1 “ 2; θ “ 200 and distinct dimensionless suctions s˚ “ sR2{γlg)

The specific interfacial area Slg{V as computed by the model upon primary wetting and295

drying for an isotropic sample (under a constant isotropic stress of 20 kPa) and different296

contact angles is given Fig. 6. Independently of the hydraulic path and the saturation, lower
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FIG. 6. Liquid-gas interfacial specific area

297

interfacial surfaces are obtained for higher contact angle values.298
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DEM stress description299

As signalled in the opening section of this paper, the DEM calculation paradigm only300

admits resultant point forces as internal forces within the particle assemblage, but a total301

stress tensor can still be readily calculated from the interaction forces applying the celebrated302

Love-Weber formula to DE, considering quasi-static conditions and no body forces. Thus,303

Σ “
1

V

ÿ

DE

ż

V

σ dV “
1

V

ÿ

DE

ż

S

σ~nb ~x dS “ ´
1

V

ÿ

DE

ÿ

~f

~f b ~x (17)304

Since we are considering unsaturated conditions both capillary forces and contact forces must305

be advocated, so that the total stress tensor in Eq. (17) finally gives (Scholtès et al. 2009):306

Σ “
1

V

˜

ÿ

c

~f c b~l `
ÿ

m

~f cap b~l

¸

“ σ
cont ` σ

cap (18)307

where σcont is exactly the same contact stress tensor than the one identified in the homog-308

enization approach, see Eq. (8). The second term of Eq. (18) has the same meaning as the309

capillary stresses σcap defined in the homogenization approach, Eq. (10), both being equal310

to Σ ´ σcont, if gas pressure is neglected. However, the expressions of these two capillary311

stresses are quite different. On the one hand, Eq. (18) expresses the “DEM capillary stresses”312

directly from the capillary resultant forces ( ~f cap being here the capillary force acting on the313

particle 2 of a liquid-bonded 1-2 pair). On the other hand, Eq. (10) obtained through the314

homogenization approach considers the actual distributed nature of the internal forces, e.g.315

the fluid pressures and surface tensions acting over the solid surface.316

Obviously, the DEM capillary forces ~f cap, Eq. (15), do correspond to the integral of317

these fluid pressures and surface tensions over the solid surfaces. However, as far as stress318

computations are concerned where dyadic products of forces are involved, it is different to319

consider resultant forces, as in DEM, than the physically distributed tractions, as in the320

homogenization approach. This is because ~f b ~x “ p
ş

S
σ~n dSq b ~x ‰

ş

S
σ~n b ~x dS in the321
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general case. For instance, a uniform fluid pressure does not induce any resultant force on322

solid particles in saturated conditions, whereas it does engender an internal stress. The323

DEM capillary stress as calculated from Eq. (18) is then zero for such saturated conditions,324

whereas the homogenized capillary stress according to Eq. (10) is not.325

From the above discussion, it appears that the calculation approach adopted in DEM326

may be inadequate in describing stresses of unsaturated soils in the case wetted surfaces are327

significant. As a matter of fact p
ş

S
~t dSqb~x “

ş

S
~tb~x dS is recovered for infinitesimal surfaces328

S, thus guaranteeing consistent stress descriptions for both DEM and the homogenization329

approaches at very low liquid content. For higher liquid contents remaining still within the330

pendular regime, discrepancies have been identified by Wan et al. (2015). Because these331

previous comparisons considered an homogenization approach that omitted the membrane332

stress given in Eq. (9), the next sections readdress this contentious issue.333

DEM VS HOMOGENIZATION STRESS DESCRIPTIONS334

Isotropic case335

As a first case, we consider a sample with isotropic distributions of contact normals and336

fluid phases. This results into an isotropic (spherical) capillary stress σcap “ pcap δ. For com-337

parison purposes, Eq. (19) recalls the expression of pcap as derived from the homogenization338

approach, whereas Eq. (20) gives pcap according to the DEM stress description:339

p
cap
hom “ ´

1

3 V

„

s

ˆ

3 Vl `
ř

p

Rp Sp,sl

˙

` γlg

ˆ

2Slg `
ř

p

Rp Γp sin θ

˙

« ´
1

3 V

ř

m

s
`

3 Vm ` 4πRm
3p1 ´ cos δmq

˘

` γlg
`

2Sm ` 4πRm
2 sin δm sin θ

˘

(19)340

341

p
cap
DEM “

1

3 V
tr

ˆ

ř

m

~f cap b~l

˙

“
1

3 V

ř

m

tr
´

~f cap b~l
¯

“
1

3 V

ř

m

~f cap.~l

“ ´
1

3 V

ř

m

πR1 sin δ1 psR1 sin δ1 ` 2 γlg sinpθ ` δ1qq pR1 ` R2 ` dq

« ´
1

3 V

ř

m

πRm sin δm psRm sin δm ` 2 γlg sinpθ ` δmqq p2Rm ` dq

(20)342
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In order to facilitate the comparison between p
cap
hom and p

cap
DEM , both Eqs. (19) and (20)343

are approximated, considering that all menisci m connect a pair of spheres of mean radius344

Rm « R1 « R2. Under such assumption, filling angles on both spheres are also equal, i.e.345

δ1 « δ2 « δm.346

The two mean capillary stress expressions are different, with for instance the menisci347

volume Vm and surface Sm entering Eq. (19), but not (20). Nevertheless, the drying path348

under constant isotropic stresses (p “ 20 kPa) shows a remarkable agreement between the349

DEM and the homogenization calculations as shown in Fig. 7. Such a comparison suggests
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FIG. 7. Mean capillary pressure as expressed from DEM or the homogenization ap-
proach: drying path on an isotropic sample

350

that both expressions (19) and (20) are in fact equivalent. Due to intricacies in suction and351

surface tension terms together with the liquid bridge geometry – through Laplace-Young’s352

equation – in Eqs. (19) and (20), the equivalence of the two equations cannot be ruled out353

based simply on the apparent differences between them.354

General case355

We now conduct a more general comparison, considering simple shear loading as shown356

in Fig. 8 where principal stresses rotate and capillary stress tensors involve full components.357

Starting with an isotropic distribution of contact normals in a DEM sample, an initial wetting358
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x

y

z

FIG. 8. Simple shear loadings: Bvx{By “ cst, Σyy “ Σzz “ Σlat “ cst “ 20 kPa

is applied so that the fluid phase disperses through it in the form of liquid bridges computed359

only at contacting particles, as previously discussed. Upon mechanical loading, whenever360

particles get too far away after contact is lost, liquid bridges will inevitably rupture. This is361

captured in the DEM simulations when no physical solution to Laplace-Young equation for a362

meniscus between a pair of particles can be found, while considering a constant and uniform363

capillary pressure throughout the sample. On the other hand, new menisci form at every new364

contact as dictated by the Laplace-Young equation. These changes in liquid phase distribu-365

tion occur under fully drained conditions, without any consideration of pore flow within the366

sample, as opposed to Gili and Alonso (2002), for instance. Then, the induced anisotropy367

of contact normals that builds up during loading is similarly reflected in the liquid bridge368

distribution. Accordingly, such anisotropy in the fluid phase distribution necessarily leads to369

a non-zero deviatoric part for the capillary stresses, scap “ σcap´pcap δ. The capillary stress370

tensors as obtained from homogenization and DEM calculations – Eq. (12) or (18) – are then371

compared in terms of mean pressure pcap, deviatoric stress |qcap| “
a

3{2 ||scap||, and Lode372

angle ϑcap P r0; 600s. The orientation ψcap of the minor principal capillary stress (the greatest373

in absolute value) with respect to the x-axis as depicted in Fig. 8 is also examined.374

Fig. 9 shows a remarkable agreement between the capillary stress tensors obtained re-375

spectively from the DEM and homogenization calculations. Thus, this numerical result376

suggests that the two approaches are definitely equivalent. The next section delves into a377

more detailed discussion of these results.378

DISCUSSIONS379
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FIG. 9. Capillary stresses as expressed from DEM or the homogenization approach
during simple shear loading. For s = 10 kPa; and θ “ 00 (Sr = 10 ˘ 1 %) or θ “ 400

(Sr = 3.7 ˘ 0.5 %)

Uniqueness of micromechanical description of the pendular regime380

The various comparisons of the stress computations based on DEM and homogenization381

approaches presented in the above all point to the same stress description at the REV scale,382

neglecting the gas pressure, so that:383

Σ “
1

V

ÿ

DE

ż

VDE

σ dV “
1

V

˜

ż

Vs

σs dV `

ż

Vl

σl dV `

ż

Vg

σg dV `

ż

Slg

πlg dS

¸

(21)384
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Although an analytical proof of the above mathematical statement in Eq. (21) is still lacking,385

the equivalence between the two calculation approaches is remarkable since the DEM model386

does not explicitly include the internal forces arising from fluid phases Vl, Vg, and the liquid-387

gas interface Slg. Instead, the distributed actions of these phases enter the DEM model388

only through the resultant forces they exert on each DE. With such a simplification, it389

turns out that this procedure is still appropriate for describing properly the mechanical390

contributions from the fluid phases and interfaces when deriving stresses in the DEM model.391

Indeed, stresses computed from resultant point forces applied to the each DE turn out392

to coincide with correct stresses expected in an unsaturated medium where all phases are393

explicitly accounted for. It seems that a particular DE in an unsaturated DEM model must394

be considered as an entity made up of a solid particle and half of a meniscus. Indeed, we395

recall that the stress associated to one discrete element
ş

VDE
σ dV cannot be equal to the396

stress calculated for one solid particle
ş

Vp
σs dV . This is because the sole consideration of397

resultant point forces is not appropriate to analyze stresses. We finally note that if the net398

resultant forces on every DE is zero such as for the saturated case, the equivalence between399

the DEM and a homogenization approach for stress description would be lost.400

This comparison of two modeling approaches does have practical implications in the401

realm of laboratory experimental testing. Similar to the numerical analysis described in this402

paper, the capillary stresses could be alternatively determined from actual physical samples403

in which the fluid phase distribution is measured experimentally using imaging techniques404

(Willson et al. 2012). Because of the equivalence between the DEM and the homogeniza-405

tion approach, it would then be possible to avoid measuring comprehensive details of the406

fluid phase structure as needed in the homogenization approach, and judiciously use fewer407

parameters of the wetted surfaces as evoked in the DEM. For instance, the measurements408

of filling angles δ and contact angle θ would be enough to compute the mean capillary pres-409

sure considering Eq. (20), without the need of additional measures such as the volume and410

interface area of the liquid phase, Vm and Sm, if Eq. (19) were to be considered.411
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Capillary stress descriptions412

The capillary stresses obtained from micromechanics – either the DEM or the homoge-413

nization approach since they are equivalent – are now quantitatively compared with classical414

capillary stresses descriptions from Bishop’s equation with χ “ Sr:415

σ
cap “ ´s Sr δ (22)416

Even though Bishop (1963) himself identified the difficulties in interpreting experimental417

data with Eq. (22), this equation has been thermodynamically verified by several authors418

(Houlsby 1997; Nuth and Laloui 2008; Lu et al. 2010; Nikooee et al. 2013). Contrary to the419

micromechanics here presented, such thermodynamic considerations adopt an isotropic me-420

chanical description with scalar stresses and strains. Also, additional hypotheses are usually421

involved. In particular, using the “suction stress” designation, Lu et al. (2010) neglected422

the energy contribution due to the interface to demonstrate Eq. (22). It is noteworthy that423

Lu et al. (2010) considered for Sr the effective saturation that disregards the bound residual424

water layers, as it is done here. Considering the same drying paths as in Fig. 7, Eq. (22) is425

then compared to the capillary stresses obtained by micromechanics (Fig. 10).426

Here, Eq. (22) underestimates drastically the capillary stresses obtained from the mi-427

cromechanical approaches. Moreover, qualitative differences clearly exist at very low water428

contents. Indeed, the micromechanics-based capillary stress has a non-zero finite limit when429

Sr tends asymptotically towards zero, contrary to the capillary stress obtained from Eq.430

(22). While such Bishop-like capillary stress expression could be used to interpret experi-431

mental results for various soils with significant water content (Lu et al. 2010), the underly-432

ing omission of the interfaces invalidates the application of Eq. (22) to the pendular regime.433

Chateau and Dormieux (2002) also concluded through theory the invalidity of Bishop’s stress434

in cases where interfaces are significant.435

Finally, we again highlight the deviatoric nature of the capillary stresses in the general436
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FIG. 10. Mean capillary pressure from micromechanics or from pcap “ ´s Sr. Both
approaches predict zero capillary pressure for strictly zero saturation (dry conditions)
Sr “ 0, which is not included in the data

case, with non zero |qcap| (Fig. 9). Such deviatoric nature cannot be accounted for in Eq. (22).437

For instance, when θ “ 400, |qcap{pcap| reaches 0.25 due to the induced anisotropy during the438

simple shear loading considered in Fig. 9. As a crude interpretation of such value, it is to be439

noted that a sand with a hypothetical friction angle of 70 would fail under a triaxial loading440

with q{p “ 0.25.441

CONCLUSIONS442

We highlight the importance of a membrane stress as a micromechanical feature govern-443

ing the stress in wet granular media. In this connection, two calculation approaches based444

on DEM and an analytical homogenization method have been presented to derive the same445

continuum stress models of an unsaturated granular soil in the pendular regime. The consis-446

tency between the DEM- and homogenization-stress calculations is remarkable, considering447

that DEM does not explicitly account for the fluid and interface phases of the unsaturated448

soil. Rather, the actions of the latter phases are transmitted solely through resultant forces449

to the solid particles. While resultant point forces involved in DEM calculations are ade-450

quately tied to micro-kinematics such as displacements of solid particles and hence strains451
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in a granular soil, they may not properly describe the statics, i.e. stresses. In spite of this, it452

appears that the actions of all the concerned phases (solid, liquid, gaseous and interface) can453

be considered, one way or another, by the sole application of resultant forces on particles to454

give the correct stress description in the discrete element modeling of unsaturated conditions.455

As seen in the preceding discussions, the above interesting numerical result has experi-456

mental implications such as the facilitation of the stress state measurement in unsaturated457

granular soils based on fluid phase distribution parameters determination by imaging tech-458

niques.459

Turning to capillary stresses that describe the actions of the fluid mixture, we argue that a460

precise description of such capillary stresses in the pendular regime requires a comprehensive461

knowledge of the microstructural details. In particular, because of possible preferred orien-462

tations of wetted surfaces, the capillary stresses are deviatoric (anisotropic) in the general463

case. Using an averaged fluid pressure that is isotropic in nature to describe these capillary464

stresses is then conceivably inadequate.465

Further extensions of this work are possible by considering the capillarity along solid-fluid466

interfaces to broaden the analysis of interfacial tension. Also, further analytical demonstra-467

tion of the equivalence between the two models is currently being worked out.468
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